1.
Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to show that almost superdiagonal, polynomially compact operators on the sequence space l(p i ) have nontrivial, closed invariant subspaces if the nonlocally convex linear topology τ(p i ) is locally bounded. The proofs and arguments of this paper are stated within the framework of nonstandard analysis (see [4, Theorem 6 .3 and Proposition 5.5]).
Preliminaries. Let {p
be a sequence of real numbers such that 0 < p i ≤ 1 for each i ∈ N + , the set of positive integers. Let
where ξ i ∈ C, the complex numbers. Since |λ + β| p ≤ |λ| p + |β| p and |λβ| p ≤ max(1, |λ|)|β| p are valid for all λ, β ∈ C and 0 < p ≤ 1, it follows that l(p i ) is a vector space over C. Also, Unless stated otherwise, it will be assumed that 0 < p i ≤ 1, for i ∈ N + , and 0 < p ≤ lim inf p i .
The sequence {e i } (where e i = (ε ij ), ε ii = 1, and ε ij = 0 for i ≠ j) will denote the natural Schauder basis for (l(p i ), τ(p i )) and {π i | i ∈ N + }, {P j | j ∈ N + }, and {E j | j ∈ N + } will denote the sequences of coordinate functionals, projections, and coordinate spaces, respectively, generated in l(p i ) by {e i }. Also, a τ or ρ, when used, will symbolize τ(p i ) and ρ(p i ), respectively.
Let 
, then T U denotes the composite map of T and U. For n ∈ N, the set of natural numbers, and T ∈ ᏸ(l(p i )), define T n in the usual manner, that is, T 0 = I, the identity map, T 1 = T , and C. An element λ of * C is said to be finite if and only if |λ| ≤ * δ for some positive δ ∈ R; otherwise, λ is said to be infinite. It is customary to consider C ⊂ * C, that is, the elements of C are identified with their nonstandard extensions; therefore, the asterisk notation is mostly not used for these elements. However, to bring clarity to some arguments, the asterisk notation for nonstandard extensions of elements of C will be used occasionally.
The 
Finally, if Y is any set belonging to the superstructure generated by C∪l(p i ), then (Y ) denotes the collection of all finite subsets of the set Y . Also, the elements of
Nonstandard properties of l(p i ).
The purpose of this section is to state some of the (nonstandard) properties of (l(p i ), τ(p i )) that will be used in later arguments. These facts were developed in [2, 3] . The reader is referred to these references for the proofs.
Recall that for x ∈ l(p i ),
where {e i } is the natural Schauder basis for l(p i ), E i = sp(e 1 ,...,e i ), and {π i } is the sequence of scalar projections generated by {e i }. Let Ᏺ(l(p i )) be the collection of all finite-dimensional linear subspaces of l(p i ). We will let d : 
Note that Proposition 2.1 implies that for x ∈ l(p i ) and α ∈ *
satisfies the following conditions:
( If
Note that the (logical) constants of the previous statement are (p i )) ), and d, the dimension function. Therefore, by the transfer principle, the following sentence is true.
If
In [2] , this fact was used to obtain the following proposition. (p i )) ) such that the following conditions are fulfilled:
Note that Observe
that for T ∈ [l(p i )], Proposition 2.3 produces a chain of closed invariant linear subspaces for T , namely
. The problem is that we could have 
..,α}, then there exists ν ∈ {1,...,α} such that
We close this section with a useful characterization of fin τ ( * l(p i )), the finite points of * l(p i ).
Proof. Since 0 < p ≤ lim inf p i implies that τ(p i ) is locally bounded (see [5, Theorem 6] ), there exists a positive δ 0 ∈ R such that 
for κ ∈ * N + and p κ ∈ * {p i } and define z κ = λ κ e κ for κ ∈ * N + and e κ ∈ * {e i }. We infer that * 
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